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QUOTES OF NOTE:

“The real test of a musician is live performance.” (Neil Peart, drummer,
Rush)
“What is a master, but a master student?” (Neil Peart, drummer, Rush)
ENVY OF NONE (KScope)
As the passing of esteemed drummer Neil Peart closed the 40-year-old Book of Rush, guitarist Alex
Lifeson did what nearly any dedicated musician would do. He formed a new band and started over –
completely. Envy of None’s eponymous debut is about as far from a Rush record as one could get.
Imagine a cross of Hooverphonic, Ivy, and Portishead. On seven of Envy of None’s eleven tracks,
Peart’s driving percussion has been replaced with spare, mid-tempo metronomes courtesy of three
guest drummers who really should know better, because the remaining four tracks rely on drum
machines, with little difference. Geddy Lee’s progressive bass lines have succumbed to bassy synth
farts and squiggles by Andy Curran, and Lee’s trademark nasal whined vocals are now harmonized,
ultra-cool coos from Maiah Wynne. And Lifeson, credited here with guitar, mandola, banjo, and
programming, begs the question: where? A squalling guitar lead does make a brief appearance in
“Spy House,” the fifth track; and a lazily strummed acoustic meanders through an incongruous,
spaghetti-Western closer, “Western Sunset.” Otherwise, the sonic smothers are from minor-key
keyboard pads courtesy of second(!) guitarist Alf Annibalini, in a mix so dense, it swallows all else in its
path. Nothing has any room to breathe; emotions are buried far, far down in the symphonic soup. On
the cover, the Stepford nurses bearing the foot-long, levitating pills give warning: If you expected
Rush, Part 2, well, there’s no need for a rush, is there? We know what you need. “Never Said I Love
You” will open the doors of imperception for you. Immerse. You can leave your guitar with the
hoverboard-lot attendant; you won’t need it. ***
LITTLE BIG TOWN MR. SUN (Capitol Nashville)
The album title and blue-sky cover shot of LBT belie the heartbreak within the band’s tenth major
release. Even the layered harmonies ring happy, as the band puts its four-vocal focus on many of the
tracks; the sumptuous blend sometimes evokes Fleetwood Mac or Crosby, Stills & Nash, but more
often suggests, well, Little Big Town. When the harmonies kick in, LBT is its own competitor. The first
half of the disc is strong, with songs that meet the band’s demands. “All Summer” is a poolside fantasy
fueled by wit, wine, and warmth. “Better Love” is a catchy, optimistic move onto the “next time,” with
few regrets. The single “Hell Yeah” puts on a post-breakup, Friday-night happy face, despite the
lingering aches. The title track is a yacht-rock, major-seventh balm masking thematic moroseness.
“Three Whiskeys and the Truth” and “One More Song” tackle the aftermath of failed relationships -- the
first, by distraction and drinking, and the latter, by one more dance amidst the packed boxes before
moving on. Aside from the overall surfeit of alcohol references (13 of 16 songs!), Mr. Sun rises well,
but these bittersweet busking beginnings give way to an album remainder that’s a little flat by
comparison -- too many ballads, too many solo vocals (“Guys? You’re not done here.”), and one
dangerously plagiaristic “Whiskey Colored Eyes” (see Eagles’ “Lyin’ Eyes”). Final verdict: this halffinished second half is where Mr. Sun gets eclipsed by LBT’s five-star Nightfall. ***1/2

***** Outstanding. **** Excellent. *** Good. ** Meh. * Ecch!
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